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Abstract:

Precise slit patterns were delineated on fine stainless steel pipes with an outer diameter of 100 μm. The aim
of the research is to clarify the feasibility of fabricating stents with diameters of less than 1 mm by
delineating precise multi-slit patterns on fine pipes. Using a laser scan exposure system, slit patterns with
widths of 11-29 μm were successfully delineated as fundamental stent patterns. At first, the exposure shutter
was opened just before the specimen was scanned. However, swells appeared at the pattern ends. For this
reason, exposure program was changed to open the shutter after starting the specimen scan. As a result,
swells were completely diminished. In addition to simple parallel slit patterns, alternatively positioned
parallel slit patterns were homogeneously delineated. Because the delineation speed of the investigated
method is not fast, an idea of scan projection lithography was also proposed. It is feasible to fabricate stents
if the pipes are etched using the resist patterns as etching masks continuing to the lithography.

1

INTRODUCTION

Catheters and stents have become very important
operation tools and medical components for low
invasive cures of diseased circular organs, blood
vessels, ureters, and others. Speaking on the stents,
net like structures with very complicated patterns
have been proposed and used. (Baichoo and Wong
Kee Song, 2014; Chandrasekhar et al., 2014;
Consentino et al., 2014; Hanada et al., 2013; Kumar
et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2013)
Such structures were conventionally fabricated by
weaving fine wires or precisely cutting pipes by a
focused laser beam, and typical outer diameter were
2-3 mm.
It is considered that stents with finer diameters
for example 0.5-1 mm are also necessary in some
cases. However, it will be difficult to fabricate stents
with such fine diameters using the conventional
methods. For this reason, a new fabrication method
of fine-diameter stents is proposed here, and the
feasibility of the method is investigated.
In the new method, it is supposed that net-like
patterns of stents are delineated by laser scan
lithography onto fine stainless-steel pipes, and the
pipes are etched to stents. It has already been
demonstrated in past researches that various helical
patterns are surely delineated onto fine pipes or

wires with diameters down to several tens microns.
(Horiuchi and Sasaki, 2012)
However, it is necessary to delineate more
complicated patterns for fabricating net-like stents.
The stents need to have net-like features that can be
extended in the radial direction by a balloon inserted
in the stents. On the other hand, they need to have
appropriate rigidity for sustaining the compressive
forces from the diseased blood vessels and ureters.
Considering these backgrounds, patterning of
net-like patterns composed of many slit patterns
alternately allocated in parallel to the pipe axis is
investigated. To clarify the ultimate technological
feasibility, stainless steel pipes with outer and inner
diameters of 100 and 60 μm were used as specimens.
Although appropriate pipe diameters were 0.5-1 mm,
such fine pipes were used instead depending on the
limitations of exposure system.

2

LASER SCAN LITHOGRAPHY
SYSTEM

Laser scan lithography system for delineating
patterns on fine diameter pipes was developed in
2003 to fabricate various cylindrical microcomponents with outer diameters of less than 500
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μm. (Joshima et al., 2004) The technology was
drastically improved by developing a new system in
which a specimen pipe was held in the vertical
direction. Specimen diameters were gradually
reduced, and the minimum diameter size was
reached to less than 50 μm. (Horiuchi and Sasaki,
2012) And, the system was used for fabricating
micro-coil springs to give contact pressure forces to
probe pins densely arrayed in circuit testers of
semiconductor devices and bio-devices. (Horiuchi et
al., 2012; Horiuchi et al., 2013)
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3.1

CONTROL OF PATTERN-END
PROFILES
Swelling of Pattern Ends

Laser scans were controlled using a mechanical
shutter, and open and shut operations were assigned
by computer programs. At first, slit patterns were
delineated according to the program that the
specimen scan in the vertical direction was started
just after the shutter was opened. Fig. 2 shows the
patterns obtained by above mentioned method. The
slit pattern length was 300 μm. It is known from the
figures that the slit pattern ends swelled according to
the increase of scan speed.
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Figure 1: Fundamental structure of exposure system.

The fundamental structure of improved exposure
system is shown in Fig. 1. In the system, laser beam
is reshaped by a pinhole, and the light image of the
pinhole exit is projected onto the surface of
specimen pipe coated with a resist film. The
projection ratio of the optics was calculated to be
1/2×1/10=1/20 in total. The pipe specimen was
supported by a mechanical chuck equipped to a
rotation stage on an up-and-down stage, and scanned
to the laser beam. By moving the specimen pipe, the
resist film was scanned to the laser beam spot, and
sensitized. The exposure beam spot on the
specimen-pipe surface was monitored by projecting
it on a monitor display.
Slit patterns were delineated by vertical linear
scans of specimen pipes, and the specimen pipes
were intermittently rotated for delineating parallel
slit patterns one after another. As a resist, positive
PMER P LA-900PM (Tokyo Ohka Kogyo) was
used, and it was coated on the specimen pipes in
approximately 3 μm thick using the dip method.
(Joshima et al., 2004) This thickness was obtained
by drawing specimens up at a speed of 0.8 mm/s.

(b) 100 μm/s

(c) 200 μm/s

(d) 300 μm/s

100 μm

Figure 2: Slit patterns delineated by starting the scan of
specimen pipe just after the shutter was opened.
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Fig. 3 shows width changes along the patterns. It
was clarified that the swells at the pattern ends
became notable when the scan speed was more than
100 μm/s.
It was considered that these swells of pattern
ends were caused by the difference between the light
beam intensity distributions of static spot exposure
and dynamic scan exposure. Distribution of singlemode laser spot was roughly simulated by the
Gaussian curve expressed by eq. 1.
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Here, R is the beam radius and r is the radial
distance from the beam centre. It is supposed that
light intensity for the stopped spot exposures at the
start and terminal points distributes according to this
equation.
However, if the beam spot was scanned in x
direction, exposure dose at the distance y from the
centre line of the linear scan was decided by the area
size Sy of the cross section of stereo beam intensity
profile in the direction parallel to the scan direction
x, as shown in Fig. 4.
The peak intensity Iy at the distance y is the same
with that for the spot exposure, and estimated by eq.
1, if r is replaced by y. However, the cross section
profiles are different depending on y, because the
length L across the beam varies depending on y.
That is, the length L0 at the centre is decreased to Ly
at the distance y. When y becomes large, Ly steeply
decreases. Accordingly, Sy steeply becomes small.
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Figure 4: Figure for explaining parameters deciding the
exposure dose of linear scan.

Because the exposure dose is proportional to Sy,
the dose also steeply decreases at the side
peripheries or at the places distant from the centre of
scan lines. For this reason, the light intensity across
the scan line distributes narrower than the static spot
exposure. Accordingly, slit pattern widths become
narrower than those at the pattern ends, and swells
of pattern ends are generated.

3.2

Improvement of Pattern Profiles at
Slit-pattern Ends

To improve swells at pattern ends, delineation
method was improved, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 3: Width distribution of slit patterns delineated by
starting to scan the specimen pipe just after the shutter was
opened.

Figure 5: Improvement of timing for opening and closing
the shutter.

In the conventional method shown in Fig. 5(a),
the scan of specimen pipe was started just after the
shutter was opened. On the other hand, in the
improved method, patterns were delineated by
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opening the shutter after the specimen pipes were
scanned, as shown in Fig. 5(b). As a result, linear
space patterns were delineated only by the genuine
scan exposure. Results for the improved method are
exhibited in Fig. 6.

obtained for various scan speeds. It was clarified that
the mean space-pattern widths were intentionally
changed by adjusting the scan speed in a wide range
of 11-29 μm/s, as shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 7: Width distribution of slit patterns delineated by
opening and closing the shutter during the scan of
specimen pipes.
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Figure 6: Slit patterns delineated by opening and closing
the shutter during the scan of specimen pipes.

It was verified that swells at pattern ends were
almost diminished by adding above mentioned
approach and over scans. The width homogeneity is
shown in Fig. 7. It was demonstrated that the straight
space patterns with homogeneous widths were
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Figure 8: Space-pattern width dependence on scan speed.

4

ALTERNATELY ALLOCATED
SLIT PATTERNS

Next, alternately positioned slit patterns were
delineated supposing the fabrication of net-like
stents. Slit pattern positions were shifted by a half
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pitch in the axial direction for every 90° rotation of
the specimen axis. As a result, patterns shown in Fig.
9 were successfully delineated. Measured pattern
widths were almost homogeneous, as shown in Fig.
10. If these patterns were delineated on a long pipe
with appropriate diameters and the pipes were
etched similarly to the patterns, aimed stents would
be obtained.
It seems that the space-pattern widths are too narrow,
and the resist-pattern widths are too wide. However,
pipe walls are excessively etched according to the
undercut phenomena. For this reason, space widths
seem too narrow at a glance are probably
appropriate for etching the pipes.
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Figure 9: Alternately positioned slit patterns.
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Figure 10: Width homogeneity of alternately positioned
slit patterns.

5

IDEAS FOR IMPROVING
PATTERNING SPEED

investigated. As a result, it was clarified that slit
patterns with widths between 11 and 29 μm were
successfully delineated, and pattern widths were
sufficiently homogeneous. However, because the
maximum delineation speed is 300 μm/s, it will take
a long time to delineate practical stent patterns. The
long patterning time is caused by the exposure
principle of the system shown in Fig. 1. Because
only one small laser spot is sequentially scanned on
whole specimen surface, it takes a very long time.
This time, pipe specimens with an outer diameter of
100 μm were used, and by precisely delineating fine
patterns even on such small diameter pipes,
technical difficulty in patterning processes were
almost cleared. The first reason why such fine pipes
were used is the diameter limitation of specimen
pipes attachable to the exposure system, and the
second reason is the too long exposure times for
delineating the slit patterns. Because the resist was
coated in the parts of 20-mm near the specimen-pipe
ends, it took approximately 18 mm / 300 μm/s = 600
s =10 min for delineating only one long slit pattern.
Accordingly, it took 10 min × 6 = 60 min = 1 h for
delineating only 6 long slits on a 100-μm pipe.
However, more complicated or larger volume
patterning is required on specimen pipes with larger
diameters of 0.5-1 mm. If such large diameter pipes
were used, the total exposure time would become 510 h. Therefore, much faster exposure method is
necessary.
As an exposure system for such use, scan
projection exposure system shown in Fig. 11 will be
effective. Original patterns on a reticle are projected
onto a specimen pipe surface through a projection
lens. By inserting an oblong slit aperture above the
specimen, only patterns limited in a narrow region
are printed on the almost flat top-surface of the
specimen pipe. Therefore, the patterns are replicated
clearly without being defocused. In addition, if the
specimen pipe is rotated synchronously to linear
scan movement of the reticle, all patterns on the flat
reticle are printed on the whole cylindrical surface of
specimen pipe.
Because patterns in the oblong exposure field are
simultaneously printed on the specimen pipe, the
total exposure time becomes far shorter than the
laser scan lithography investigated here. Although
the exposure time depends on the width of oblong
slit, the light source power, and the optics for
collecting the exposure light, it will be less than 1
min for a pipe with a diameter of 1 mm.

Slit patterning parallel to the specimen axis was
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Figure 11: Scan exposure system with a high throughput
using a lamp source and a reticle.

6

CONCLUSIONS

Slit pattern delineation on fine pipes were
investigated for developing precise stents with
diameters of less than 1 mm. As a result, fine slit
patterns with widths of 11-29 μm were delineated on
fine stainless steel pipes with outer and inner
diameters of 100 and 60 μm using 3-μm thick
positive resist PMER LA-900PM.
By adding approach and over scans and
controlling the exposure shutter appropriately,
swells at pattern ends were almost diminished. As a
result, slit patterns with homogeneous widths were
obtained. In addition to simple parallel slit patterns,
alternately allocated slit patterns were also
homogeneously delineated.
Because a little long delineation time was
anticipated, scan projection methods were also
proposed as a counter measure. It is feasible to
fabricate small diameter stents, if specimen pipes
masked by the resist patterns are precisely etched.
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